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SLAC
SNAC
KDAC

Scapholunate advanced collapse  Watson & Ballet, JHSam 1984

Scaphoid nonunion advanced collapse   Cooney et al, Orthop Clin North Am. 1984

Kienböck Disease advanced collapse   Lichtman, …



The sequence in short!

fracture > non union	   > SNAC



SNAC = SLAC = KDAC ?

YES and NO (oder JEIN)

(somewhat) different ways
but they all lead to Rom at the end













Mechanics!

What happens ?!

the link between the two rows is lost
either by SL or scaphoid disruption

Ø  radial shift of the scaphoid (entire or part)
Ø  dorsal tilt of the lunate
Ø  loosening or loss of the normally combined 

motion of the proximal and distal rows



Mechanics!

Carpal instability secondary
to SL dissociation!

Carpal instability secondary
to scaphoid nonunion!



Mechanics!



Mechanics!
SLAC (front view) SLAC (side view)

Radial shift of the scaphoid
Radio-scaphoid narrowing
STT narrowing
Proximal migration of the 
capitate

Dorsal tilt of the lunate
Dorsal subluxation of the 
capitate
Dorsal midcarpal narrowing



Progession of the arthritic lesions!

Stage I	   Stage II 	   Stage III 	  

Radial styloid beaking, 
sclerosis and joint 
space narrowing 
between scaphoid and 
radial styloid.

Sclerosis and joint 
space narrowing 
between scaphoid and 
the entire scaphoid 
fossa of distal radius.

Sclerosis and narrowing at 
the midcarpal joint.
The capitate will eventually 
migrate proximally into the 
SL space OR
subluxate dorsally.



Mechanics!

The radiolunate space 
is usually spared.

This is not always the 
case, as shown here.

Loading forces 
accross the wrist 
may vary and 
induce different 
arthritic patterns.



Mechanical variations!

SLAC Localized arthrosis at 
the styloid tip (stage I), 
proceeds to the proximal 
scaphoid fossa (stage II), and 
is followed by capitolunate 
arthrosis (stage III). 
The integrity of the radiolunate 
articulation is preserved until 
late in the process.

SNAC Degenerative changes 
in the distal segment of the 
scaphoid (stage I), proximal 
segment is spared.
Excision of the proximal pole 
of the nonunited scaphoid 
precipitate a combination of 
instability and SNAC. The 
scaphocapitate joint 
deteriorates in stage II.

KDAC!
Massive degenerative 
changes following lunate 
collapse and SL 
disruption leading to 
collapse of the whole 
carpus.



Modulating factors!

workload (worsening factor) 
time (editing factor)

Both act together to produce different patterns of 
progression and eventually yielding symptoms, 
depending on the loading « power »
(= force as a function of time).



In summary!

•  Disruption of the link between the two carpal rows is 
causal.

•  Arthritic changes follow a general pattern of progression 
from the radio-scaphoid corner to the midcarpal joint.

•  The radiolunate joint is usually spared until late.

•  The rate of progression depends on the load power as 
a function of time.

•  It ends eventually with pancarpal collapse and arthrosis.


